The Basel III Accord imposes minimum liquidity standards on bank balance sheets that are already constrained by minimum capital standards. It is not clear whether or how banks' behaviors will change in this new joint-constraint regime. To gain some insight, we study the balance sheet liquidity behavior of U.S. banking companies in response to negative equity capital shocks prior to the implementation of Basel III. Our 1998-2012 data indicate that banks treated regulatory capital and balance sheet liquidity (e.g., net stable funding ratios, core deposits-to-loans, liquid assets-to-assets) as substitutes rather than complements. This main finding is limited to so-called 'community banks' with assets less than $1 billion; equity capital and liquidity were neither substitutes nor complements at larger banks. In the course of rebuilding their capital ratios, shocked community banks substituted away from loans and loan commitments and reduced their dividend payouts, actions that resulted in greater balance sheet liquidity. Thus, in the state of nature that has traditionally most concerned bank regulators (i.e., stress to bank equity capital), community banks increase their liquidity buffers. Given that these lenders do not pose systemic risk, and that they have historically exceeded the Basel III liquidity minimums by wide margins, our findings suggest that imposing minimum liquidity thresholds on small banks will likely yield little prudential benefit.
Introduction
In response to the stresses experienced by banks and short-term credit markets during the global financial crisis, the Basel III Accord (2010) (2011) introduced minimum liquidity rules for banks in its signatory nations. These new regulatory standards-the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) and the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR)-impose potentially binding liquidity constraints on banks that are already constrained by minimum equity capital thresholds. Banks in most countries are expected to come gradually into compliance with the new liquidity minimums between 2015 and 2019.
The liquidity of banks' assets, the stability of banks' liabilities, and banks' desired levels of equity capital are interrelated in ways that are not fully understood by regulators and researchers.
1 For example, consider the impact of a negative capital shock on a bank's liquidity position. On the one hand, if the reduction in equity capital causes uncertainty for (uninsured) bank creditors, the bank might treat capital and liquidity as substitutes. To prepare for potential creditor runs under such a scenario, a bank could increase the liquidity of its assets (e.g., shift from illiquid loans to liquid securities) and/or increase the duration of its liabilities (e.g., shift to core deposits). On the other hand, if the reduction in equity capital reduces franchise value and hence makes banks less risk averse, the bank might treat capital and liquidity as complements. Under this scenario, a bank might increase its credit risk, interest rate risk, and/or liquidity risk, with the latter manifested in decreased asset liquidity (e.g., shift from safe, liquid securities to risky, illiquid loans) and/or decreased liability duration (e.g., shift expensive but stable longterm time deposits to less expensive but less stable short-term brokered deposits or commercial paper).
Given that we have an imperfect understanding of how banks manage these relationships under the regulatory status quo of a single equity capital constraint, adding a liquidity constraint to the regulatory mix is unlikely to clarify matters.
Banking theory has from the beginning recognized that bank assets and bank liabilities are jointly related in the production of financial services and the generation of both credit risk and liquidity risk (e.g., Klein 1971 , Monti 1972 , Bryant 1980 , Diamond and Dybig 1983 . Perhaps ironically, in much of the ensuing theoretical and empirical banking literatures, the topics of bank credit risk and bank illiquidity risk have been pursued separately. In reaction to the global financial crisis, in which liquidity risk and credit risk were joint determinants of failure at many large banking companies, researchers are increasingly investigating bank insolvency and illiquidity as interrelated phenomena. Informing and testing the efficacy of joint regulatory constraints like those imposed by Basel III is a prime motivation.
Perhaps the most relevant example in the emerging theory literature is Walther (2016) , who shows how insolvency risk and liquidity risk can be efficiently internalized by imposing joint constraints on equity ratios and liquidity positions-that is, an approach consistent in spirit with that prescribed by Basel III. Other models link liquidity regulation to capital market incentives. Calomiris, Heider and Hoerova (2013) emphasize the role of cash holdings: Holding more cash reduces the chances that creditor runs will make a bank illiquid, while at the same time displacing investment in riskier assets.
Thus, by stabilizing the banking franchise, stricter liquidity regulations should incentivize banks to hold additional equity capital to protect that franchise. Acharya, Mehran and Thakor (2010) propose a regulatory regime in which a portion of bank equity capital (a) is pledged to financing low-risk liquid assets and (b) gets claimed by the regulator should the bank approach insolvency. The former condition reduces bank liquidity risk, while the latter condition reduces default risk by strengthening the incentives of junior creditors to monitor the bank.
The emerging empirical literature on the interrelations of bank capital and bank liquidity thus far reached few firm conclusions. Imbierowicz and Rauch (2014) find that although both credit risk and liquidity risk increase bank failure risk, when experienced jointly these two types of risk can either amplify or offset each other. Both Schmaltz, et al (2014) and Birn, Dietsch and Durant (2015) simulate the likely response of banks to Basel III's four joint constraints (risk-based capital, leverage capital, NFSR, and LCR) but find starkly different results: The former study concludes that banks will manage their liquidity positions under joint constraints by increasing their stable deposit funding rather than increasing their liquid assets investments; the latter study concludes just the opposite. Adding to the noise, Distinguin, Roulet, and Tarazi (2013) find that regulatory capital ratios for a large international sample of banks tend to decrease as banks become more illiquid (capital and liquidity are complements), but find an increasing relationship between regulatory capital ratios and illiquidity for a sample of small U.S. banks (capital and liquidity are substitutes).
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Clearly, testing how joint equity and liquidity constraints affect bank balance sheet management poses empirical challenges. This is especially true in the U.S., where the Federal Reserve did not propose its NSFR rule until May 2016 and hence banks have not yet faced the joint constraints set forth in Basel III. 3 In this paper, we study the interrelationships between bank liquidity and bank capital at U.S. banks in a pre-Basel III world, when regulation constrained banks' equity capital decisions but did not constrain banks' liquidity positions. We design an empirical strategy that uses bank financial data from this singleconstraint environment to infer how banks are likely to manage their capital and liquidity positions under the coming joint-constraint environment. Specifically, we investigate whether and how U.S. bank holding companies adjusted their liquidity positions in response to negative shocks to their capital ratios between 1998 and 2012. For the remainder of this paper, we use the terms bank, banking company, and bank holding company interchangeably.
In the first stage of our investigation, we use standard partial adjustment techniques to estimate an internal capital ratio target for each bank in every year of our data. We then define a negative capital ratio shock as follows: If a bank is already operating below its own internal capital ratio target, and then it experiences an additional reduction in its capital ratio that moves it even further below its internal target, we assume that this reduction in capital was involuntary and thus constitutes an exogenous shock. In the second stage of our investigation, we estimate how banks' liquidity ratios-net stable funding ratios, core deposit ratios, liquid asset ratios-responded to those negative capital shocks. Our focus throughout the paper is on bank liquidity positions (an operating risk and prudential regulation concept) and not on bank liquidity creation (a bank production concept). 4 Finally, we attempt to identify the channels through which capital shocks are transmitted into changes in liquidity positions, and the implications of those channels for bank regulation and the macro-economy.
Our tests reveal robust circumstances under which banks treat equity capital ratios and liquidity ratios as effective substitutes. We find that banks adjust their liquidity ratios upward in response to negative shocks to their risk-weighted regulatory capital ratios, but we find no similar evidence following negative shocks to their accounting capital (leverage) ratios. This suggests that U. These results are heavily concentrated among so-called 'community banks' with assets less than $1 billion, which comprise approximately three-quarters of the annual observations in our data set. We identify five qualitatively different adjustments made by capital-shocked community banks to repair their regulatory capital ratios: They slow their asset growth rates, reduce the percentage of assets invested in loans, reduce the percentage of assets invested in loans with high capital risk weights, reduce their commitments to making future loans, and reduce their dividend payout ratios. Each of these actions contributes to upward adjustments to risk-based capital ratios; the latter four actions also result in increased bank liquidity positions. Thus, regulatory-driven pressures to improve capital ratios result in 4 See Bouwman (2015) for a thorough review of bank liquidity creation. While bank liquidity and bank liquidity creation are closely related, they are not identical concepts in either measurement or in purpose. During our 1998-2012 pre-Basel III-implementation sample period, the typical U.S. banking company assessed its liquidity position using simple balance sheet ratios such as cash-to-assets, liquid assets-to-total assets, or loans-to-core deposits. In today's Basel III world, many U.S. banking companies and most non-U.S. banking companies additionally assess their liquidity positions using the NSFR and LCR measures, because regulators require them to do so. In contrast, banking companies have no operational, risk-management, or regulatory compliance reason to calculate the amount of liquidity that they create. While the Berger and Bouwman (2009) liquidity creation measure is a conceptual and applied advance in measuring what banking companies produce, it remains an academic concept and has thus far has played no explicit role in the regulation of liquidity risk or the liquidity risk-taking of banks, which are the focus of this study.
positive prudential synergies from increased liquidity, but the adjustments through which these synergies are generated levy macro-economic costs in the form of reduced credit supply.
Our results provide strong evidence that small U.S. bank holding companies have historically self-managed their liquidity positions in a manner consistent with both the post-crisis concerns of bank regulators and the spirit of the new Basel III liquidity regulations. These small banking companies pose little if any systemic risk to the U.S. economy. Moreover, even apart from the liquidity-enhancing responses to capital shocks documented here, these smaller banks tend to operate with substantially higher stores of liquidity than larger commercial banking companies (see Figure 1) . Thus, our findings lend support for U.S. regulatory policies that (unlike in Europe) exclude most smaller banks from having to comply with the new Basel III liquidity rules. In practice, imposing NSFR and LCR constraints on small banking companies is likely to be redundant and hence unnecessarily costly. In contrast, we find no evidence of any similar linkage between capital shocks and liquidity management at larger banks. Thus, effective regulatory efforts to mitigate liquidity risk at non-community banks likely requires a separate liquidity regulation, one example being the combination of separate liquidity and capital constraints in Basel III.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we develop the two-stage empirical methodology described briefly above, with an emphasis on our identification of exogenous changes in bank equity capital ratios. In section 3 we describe our data sources, define the variables used to specify our two-stage model, and layout our estimation plan. In section 4 we present and discuss the results of our estimations. In section 5 we briefly summarize our findings and consider the implications of our results for regulatory policy.
Methodology
Our main objective is to test whether and how capital-regulated banks adjust their liquidity positions in response to negative equity capital shocks, in the absence of explicit regulatory liquidity rules.
This objective imposes two features on our test methodology: First, we need to estimate our models for banking data that was generated prior to the implementation of the Basel III liquidity rules. This is easily satisfied by using annual financial data on U.S. bank holding companies (the publicly available Federal
Reserve Y9-C database) between 1998 and 2012. Table 1 displays descriptive statistics and definitions for all of the variables in our main data set, which contains 10,807 bank-year observations. These data and variables will be discussed in greater detail below.
Second, within these data, we must identify negative changes in bank equity capital that are plausibly exogenous. This is a thornier problem, especially in the absence of a natural experiment in which capital exogenously becomes deficient at some but not all banks (allowing a difference-indifferences test) or sudden and exogenous bank-specific reductions in capital that occur at different times (allowing an event study test). Our solution to this problem is a key part of our methodology and represents a potential contribution to the literature. Using established estimation techniques (Berger, et al 2008; Flannery and Rangan 2008 ; DeYoung and Jang 2016), we calculate internal equity capital ratio targets for every bank in each year of the data. We then assume that an exogenous negative shock to bank equity capital has occurred when we observe the following pattern in the data: A bank that is operating below its own internal equity capital ratio target-and thus has a clear incentive to increase this ratioexperiences instead a reduction in its equity capital ratio that moves the bank even further below its internal target.
Estimating capital targets.
We use a partial adjustment model to estimate banks' internal capital ratio targets in each year of our 1998-2012 data. We begin by assuming that each bank has a target capital ratio that can be expressed as a function of observable characteristics:
where K i,t * is the bank i's target capital ratio at time t, X i,t-1 is a vector of observable bank characteristics that determine its target capital ratio, and β is a vector of coefficients to be estimated. While equation (1) represents a desired equilibrium, unexpected events can push banks away from K*, and returning to the desired equilibrium requires banks to make costly adjustments. To capture the adjustment process, we assume that banks close a constant proportion λ of the gap between actual K and desired K* each period as follows:
where λ is the scalar adjustment speed and ν i,t is a symmetric random error term. A value of 0 < λ < 1 indicates a 'partial adjustment' toward the target K* between t-1 and t. Substituting (1) into (2) and rearranging yields an estimable model:
We can recover ߣ directly from the estimated parameter (1 − ߣ) , after which we can then recover β by dividing the estimated parameter ߣߚ by ߣ መ . With ߚ መ in-hand, we use (1) to calculate a target ratio K i,t * for each bank i in each time period t.
While estimation of (3) yields bank-and time-varying values for the target ratios K i,t *, the estimated adjustment speed ߣ is a constant. More realistically, banks have unique capital adjustment processes that vary with their own characteristics as well as with external conditions. We express λ more flexibly as follows:
where λ i,t is the bank-specific, time-varying speed of adjustment, Z i,t-1 is a vector of bank and time period characteristics that affect the adjustment speeds, and Λ is a vector of coefficients to be estimated. We can now re-specify the partial capital adjustment model (2) as follows: 
an estimable equation in which Λ is the vector of coefficients to be estimated. With the estimated values ߉ መ in-hand, we use (4) to calculate an adjustment speed λ i,t for each bank i in each time period t. The vector of coefficients β can now be re-estimated more accurately in the presence of the flexible adjustment speeds. We re-specify the partial adjustment model (3) once again and rearrange as follows:
where β is a vector of coefficients to be estimated. With these new estimates of β in-hand, we use (1) to re-calculate the target ratios K i,t *.
Because equation (3) contains a lagged dependent variable, we estimate it using dynamic generalized method of moments (Blundell and Bond 1998) estimation techniques. 5 Flannery and Hankins (2013) provide further details on the econometrics of models using both lagged dependent variables and fixed effects, applied to problems in corporate finance. We estimate equations (6) and (7) using ordinary least squares. We specify all three estimations with bank and time fixed effects.
Observing shocks to bank capital.
A reduction in a bank's equity capital ratio is typically not an exogenous event. Equity capital can change for three reasons. First, consider a bank with an equity capital ratio that differs from its desired equity capital ratio. In response, an above-target bank might take action to increase its financial leverage (e.g., issue additional debt, pay out a special dividend, repurchase shares), while a below-target bank might take action to decrease its financial leverage (e.g., retire debt, issue new shares, shrink the bank), until the capital ratio approaches close to its internal target.
These adjustments to bank capital are clearly not exogenous events. Second, the government might pass a new law that increases or decreases the minimum regulatory capital threshold. In response, banks that find themselves out-of-compliance (or far in excess of compliance) with the new threshold will increase (or decrease) both their internal targets as well as their actual capital. While changes in regulatory capital standards are exogenously imposed on banks, neither the announcement nor the implementation are sudden changes, and as such it is problematic to use these events as exogenous shocks in statistical models.
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Third, bank equity capital changes with fluctuations in bank earnings, increasing with (undistributed) net income and decreasing with negative net income. The causal source of earnings movements may or may not be exogenous to the bank. On the one hand, net income changes in response to myriad business decisions made by the bank itself in the recent or not-so-recent past; on the other hand, net income also changes in response to plausibly exogenous events that reduce bank earnings (e.g., local economic events, legal judgments and regulatory fines, fraudulent or rogue actions by employees).
Unfortunately, the exogenous and non-exogenous drivers of a bank's income and capital are difficult to observe, because they occur simultaneously and hence are pooled in the data.
We use the following logic to find plausibly exogenous bank-level capital shocks: We identify bank-year observations for which a bank is already operating below its internal equity capital ratio target-and hence would like to increase its capital ratio-but instead experiences an equity capital ratio decrease that causes it to fall further below its internal target. Formally, we define a negative capital shock as a decrease in the actual equity capital ratio (∆K i,t-1 < 0) at a bank that is already operating below its internal target capital ratio (GAP i,t-2 = K i,t-2 * -K i,t-2 > 0) that leads to an even larger deviation from its internal target (GAP i,t-1 > GAP i,t-2 ):
Because our ultimate goal is to test whether banks alter their liquidity positions at time t in reaction to negative capital shocks in the prior period, (8) defines negative capital shocks as occurring at t-1. The ∆GAP i,t-1 > 0 condition ensures that the reduction in bank capital at t-1 is not simply a response to a reduction in the bank's internal capital target: The decline in capital ∆K i,t-1 must be larger than any decline in the capital target ∆K i,t-1 *.
Our logic is consistent with previous empirical findings on bank capital management. Berger, et al (2008) show that banks operating well above minimum regulatory capital thresholds tend to adjust slowly downward toward their capital targets over time, while banks operating at or below regulatory capital thresholds tend to adjust quickly upward toward their internal capital targets over time. 7 Hence, when we observe a decline in the capital ratio at a below-target bank, we take this as evidence of a negative and exogenous shock to its capital ratio-that is, the bank incurred an unexpected reduction in net income and/or an unexpected increase in assets large enough to more than offset its desired capital management goal of increasing its capital ratio. In contrast, when we observe a decline in the capital ratio at an above-target bank, it is not clear whether this reduction is due to unexpected shocks to its net income or bank assets, a deliberate downward adjustment in the capital ratio by bank management, or both.
Test for post-capital shock liquidity adjustments. Identification in our main tests relies on
the observation of events that occur in three consecutive time periods. The ordering of these events is illustrated in Figure 2 . In the earliest period, t-2, we observe whether bank i's equity capital ratio K i,t-2 is below its internal capital ratio target K* i,t-2 (i.e., GAP i,t-2 > 0). In the following period, t-1, we observe whether bank i receives a capital ratio shock (SHOCK i,t-1 = 1). In the third period, t, we observe the change in bank i's liquidity ratio L i,t . The regression test is specified as follows:
where BELOW i,t-2 = 1 if bank i is below its capital ratio target at t-2, the vector DL i,t-1 is comprised of bank-specific liquidity determinants, F i , S j and T t are fixed bank, State and time effects, respectively, and ε i,t is a symmetric random error term. Given our definition of SHOCK, only banks that are below their capital targets can experience a negative capital shock; we include the BELOW dummy to absorb any non-SHOCK-related tendencies for liquidity L to increase or decrease for these below-capital target banks. We estimate this equation using ordinary least squares techniques.
Our main test variable δ indicates whether and how the average bank adjusts its liquidity position when under equity capital stress (i.e., experiencing a deterioration of its equity capital while operating below its internal capital ratio target). Given that the model includes a one-period lag of the dependent variable, δ>0 indicates a positive change in L during time period t (substitutes), while δ<0 indicates a negative change in L during time period t (complements). More formally, the sign of δ allows us to test for and/or discriminate among the following null hypothesis and alternative hypotheses:
There is no relationship between bank equity capital ratios and bank liquidity levels (δ=0).
H(substitutes):
At the margin, banks treat equity capital ratios and liquidity levels as substitutes (δ>0).
H(complements): At the margin, banks treat equity capital ratios and liquidity levels as complements (δ<0).
Before proceeding further, we must clarify the manner in which we are using the words 'substitutes' and 'complements.' Liquidity and solvency are separate financial concepts; in the strictest sense, a bank cannot substitute a dollar of liquidity for a dollar of solvency or vice versa. We use these terms as convenient and compact language to describe whether bank solvency and bank liquidity tend to vary positively or negatively-that is, as complements in practice or as substitutes in practice. Moreover, our methodology is designed to capture changes in bank liquidity associated with exogenous shocks to bank solvency, so that any observed complementarity or substitutability in the data is not merely capturing the movement of some third causal factor that drives both liquidity and solvency.
Data and variables
We estimate our two-stage methodology using an annual 1998-2012 data panel on U.S. bank holding companies (BHCs). The data are taken from the Federal Reserve Y9-C database, which is publicly available online. For the remainder of the paper, we use the terms BHCs, banks, and banking companies interchangeably.
We begin with all bank-year observations. We then exclude any individual bank-year observation that has one or more of the following characteristics: The BHC is very small (assets less than $100 million), the BHC is foreign-controlled (foreign ownership stake exceeds 10%), or the BHC made a substantial acquisition (annual asset growth exceeds 25%). These exclusions leave us with an unbalanced panel of 10,807 bank-year observations. All variables that we construct from these data are winsorized at the 1 st and 99 th percentiles of the sample distribution. Table 1 displays descriptive statistics and definitions for all of the variables in our main data set.
Estimating capital targets and shocks.
Using the approach outlined in equations (1) through (7), we estimate the capital ratio targets K* for each banking company in each year of the data, using two different definitions of capital. TIER12/RWA* is the internal target for each bank's regulatory capital ratio TIER12/RWA, which is the ratio of Tier 1 and Tier 2 equity to risk-weighted assets; we shall refer to this as the 'regulatory capital ratio'. EQ/ASSETS* is the internal target for each bank's accounting capital target EQ/ASSETS, which is the ratio of accounting equity to accounting assets; we shall refer to this as the 'accounting capital ratio'. 8 We specify the vector X i,t-1 with four bank-specific characteristics that are likely to influence banks' internal capital ratio targets: The natural log of bank asset size (lnASSETS), the standard deviation of bank return on assets (SDROA), a too-big-to-fail indicator variable identifying banks with more than $50 billion in assets (TBTF), and a publicly traded indicator variable (LISTED). We specify the vector Z i,t-1 with three bank-specific characteristics that are likely to influence the speeds with which banks adjust their capital ratios toward their targets: lnASSETS, LISTED, and ABOVE, the latter a dummy variable equal to one if a bank is operating above its internal capital ratio target (i.e., GAP t-1 <0). We also include fixed bank effects and fixed year effects in these estimations.
The results of the first-stage partial adjustment estimations are displayed in Table 2 . The magnitudes of the estimated capital targets are reasonable, with TIER12/RWA* and EQ/ASSETS* averaging 16.85% and 7.81%, respectively, across the entire sample period. As shown in Table 3 , capital targets remained relatively stable during our 1998-2012 sample period. Targets trended upward by about 50 basis points from 1998 to 2005, retrenched just prior to and during the financial crisis, and then stabilized at new sample period highs after the crisis had run its course. Sensibly, the annual percentage of banks suffering negative shocks to regulatory capital (TIER12/RWA) was substantially higher in and around the financial crisis, reaching global highs of 34% to 42% between 2006 and 2009, but shocks to the backstop accounting capital ratio (EQ/ASSETS) were distributed seemingly randomly across our sample period. The economic magnitudes of the negative shocks to regulatory capital were non-trivial, ranging between 75 to 138 basis points per year on average.
The estimated adjustment speed parameters λ are relatively small. For TIER12/RWA, banks closed only about 15.1% of the gap between their actual and target capital ratios in the average year; for EQ/ASSETS, banks closed about 16.0% of this gap on average. These estimated adjustment speeds are substantially lower than the 45% to 55% speeds found in some previous banking studies (e.g., Berger, et al 2008, Flannery and Rangan 2010) . There are two explanations for these contrasting results. First, these two previous studies included only banking companies listed on public equity markets, while we include both listed and non-listed banks in our models. Because publicly traded banks can raise new, or retire existing, equity capital shares far more easily than privately held banks, one would expect faster capital adjustment speeds at these banks. Second, the data sets used in these two previous studies ended before the financial crisis. During the crisis, a number of phenomena occurred that may have contributed to slower capital adjustment at U.S. banks. The decline in bank stock prices made raising new equity capital very expensive; large year-over-year financial losses at many banks created wide gaps between actual and target capital ratios, so that a given amount of newly raised capital closed only a smaller percentage of that wider gap; and lingering uncertainty about the details of the asset-purchase and/or capital-injection policies of the U.S. Treasury may have caused banks to put their own capital adjustment activities on hold.
The estimated coefficients in our partial adjustment models have mostly intuitive signs, though not always statistically significant. In the capital target equations (Steps 1 and 3), the publicly traded dummy LISTED carries the expected negative coefficient. Publicly traded firms can raise new equity capital quickly when needed, so we would expect them to set lower internal capital targets. After controlling for the capital-raising advantage of listed banks-which are almost exclusively large and very large banks-larger banks (lnASSETS) tend to set higher capital targets. This result is consistent with any number of non-mutually exclusive phenomena, including holding extra capital to protect greater franchise values, holding extra capital to fund acquisition opportunities, or holding extra capital against risks that tend to be associated with larger banks (e.g., market risk, off-balance sheet) that are not specified in our model. This result also suggests that any size-based diversification advantages are relatively small at the banks in our sample (which excludes the very small U.S. banks that are not organized within holding company structures). The coefficients on the TBTF dummy are never statistically significant; the straightforward interpretation is that while too-big-to-fail effects are likely to reduce the cost of capital at these banking companies, the quantity of capital is uninfluenced. The negative coefficient on the earnings volatility variable SDROA is non-intuitive; one would expect banks with volatile earnings to hold additional equity capital cushions against losses. Berger, et al (2008) also fail to find the expected positive coefficient using a similar capital adjustment model.
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In the adjustment speed regressions (
Step 2), the coefficient signs are not robust across the two models. In the regulatory capital model, the coefficients are statistically significant with reasonable signs.
Listed banks have faster adjustment speeds, consistent with their access to liquid public equity markets.
The adjustment speed at listed banks is 0.039 larger (faster) than at non-listed banks, on average. After controlling for the capital-raising advantage of (mainly large) listed banks, larger banks adjust more slowly, perhaps indicating scale diseconomies to raising large amounts of capital in private markets. A doubling of asset size is associated with a 0.041 reduction in adjustment speed (-0.059*ln2). Finally, consistent with the prior literature, adjustments speeds are highly asymmetric. On average, adjustment speeds for banks operating above their internal capital targets are 0.257 smaller (slower) than adjustment speeds at banks operating below their internal targets. In the accounting capital model, these coefficients remain statistically significant but have all flipped signs. Although the results from Steps 1 and 3 indicate that banks set their regulatory and accounting capital targets similarly, the results in Step 2 indicate that banks manage (i.e., adjustments toward the targets) their regulatory and accounting capital ratios dissimilarly. As we shall see, these dissimilarities carry over into banks' liquidity reactions to negative capital shocks.
Specifying the second stage equation.
We test our main hypothesis in equation (9). In our baseline specifications of equation (9), we define the dependent variable L as the net stable funding ratio (NSFR). Basel III defines the NSFR as the ratio of 'available stable funding' (a weighted sum of various 9 These non-intuitive results may be capturing product mix effects. DeYoung and Roland (2001) , Demirgüç-Kunt and Huizinga (2010) , and others show that revenue volatility is positively associated with activities against which banks do not (or are not required to) hold much equity capital, e.g., fee income from investment banking, securities brokerage, and other financial services activities.
items on the right-hand side of the bank balance sheet, weighted by increasing maturity and/or stability)
to 'required stable funding' (a weighted sum of various items on the left-hand side of the bank balance sheet, weighted by increasing maturity and/or illiquidity). Hence, a higher value for NSFR indicates a more liquid bank and less liquidity risk. Basel III set the weights so that NSFR = 100% would indicate a just-adequate liquidity position-that is, available stable funding is just equal to required stable funding.
Our 1998-2012 sample period predates the implementation of the NFSR rules in the U.S., and published bank regulatory data from those years do not include all of the balance sheet items necessary to calculate NSFR exactly. We use the formulaic approach of DeYoung and Jang (2016), which has been shown to generate distributions of NSFR values for U.S. banks that closely match distributions generated by
European banks monitored by the Bank for International Settlements (2013).
The average bank-year value for NSFR in our data is 118.71%. Hence, the majority of U.S.
banking companies met or exceeded this regulatory threshold between 1998 and 2012. 10 Nevertheless, NFSR exhibits substantial and systematic variation across both time and bank size, as shown in Figure 1 .
Small banks with assets less than $1 billion have tended to operate well above the NSFR≥1 threshold, even during the liquidity pressures that arose during the financial crisis. In contrast, larger banks have on average operated closer to or below the NSFR≥1 threshold.
We also use two additional definitions of banks' liquidity positions in our tests. First, because equity capital is included as 'available stable funding' in the Basel III definition of NSFR, the estimated coefficient δ in equation (5) The primary test variable in our baseline estimations of equation (9) is the negative capital shock dummy SHOCK. As previously discussed above, we define a negative capital shock as a bank-year observation during which an already capital-deficient bank (i.e., a bank operating below its internal equity capital ratio target) experiences a shock that causes it to fall further below its internal equity capital ratio target. We also construct three alternative sets of test variables. SHOCKSIZE is a continuous variable that measures the decline in a bank's equity capital ratio due to a negative shock. SHOCK(0%-1%), SHOCK(1%-2%), and SHOCK(>2%) are dummy variables equal to one if the capital shock is, respectively, less than 100 basis points, between 100 and 200 basis points, or more than 200 basis points.
SHORTFALL SMALL (SHORTFALL LARGE)
is a dummy variable equal to one if the capital shock left a bank with a GAP at t-1 that was smaller than (larger than) the median value for all banks experiencing capital shortfalls. We include these SHORTFALL variables to test whether banks' liquidity responses are sensitive not just to the size of the capital shocks, but also to the size of the internal capital shortfalls (i.e., GAP t-1 ) that result from the shock. Finally, we measure all of the above test variables twice: One version based on a shock to the regulatory capital ratio TIER12/RWA and a second version based on a shock to the accounting capital ratio EQ/ASSETS.
Logically, a negative shock to a bank's equity capital ratio can occur either because the bank's net income (and thus retained earnings) is lower than expected and/or because its assets (or risk-based assets) increase unexpectedly. Of the 3,068 bank-year shocks to TIER12/RWA in our data, 85.07% of the shocked bank experienced net income lower than that year's industry mean, with 10.4% experiencing negative net income. In the denominator, 59.22% of these shocked banks experienced asset growth 11 The COREDEPS/LOANS ratio is simply the inverse of the 'loans-to-core deposits ratio' that has long been used by bankers to measure the liquidity of their balance sheets.
greater than that year's industry mean, with 58.93% experiencing asset growth at least one standard deviation greater than the industry mean.
We specify equation (9) parsimoniously. As described above, we include the dummy variable BELOW to absorb any tendencies for the liquidity ratios at below-target banks to increase or decrease, independent of negative capital shocks. We also include lnASSETS and LISTED to control for potential differences in liquidity management practices at large banks and/or publicly traded banks. Finally, we include bank and State fixed effects as well as time fixed effects.
Main results
Our baseline results are displayed in Table 4 , where the capital shock variables are based on the regulatory capital ratio TIER12/RWA. 12 Each of the specifications is estimated three times: For the full sample of BHCs in our data, for a subsample of small BHCs (assets less than $1 billion), and for a subsample of larger BHCs (assets greater than $1 billion).
On average, the results suggest that capital-deficient banks (i.e., banks operating below their internal risk-weighted equity capital targets) treat their regulatory capital ratios and their liquidity ratios as substitutes. After controlling for the underlying effects of being below their internal capital target (BELOW), the average bank responded to a negative capital shock (SHOCK) by increasing its net stable funding ratio by 0.398 during the following year (column 1). This result is not present for banks with assets more than $1 billion (column 2), but is driven by the smaller community banks (column 3). In addition, the significantly positive coefficient on BELOW indicates that small banks operating below their desired capital levels have a natural tendency to increase their liquidity positions independent of receiving a negative capital shock. Summing the coefficients on BELOW and SHOCK in column 3 tells us that the average capital-deficient community bank that receives a negative capital shock increases its NSFR by 12 The results in Table 4 are statistically and economically robust to (a) replacing the total risk-weighted capital ratio TIER12/RWA with the Tier 1 risk-weighted capital ratio TIER1/RWA, and (b) replacing the total adjusted net stable funding ratio NSFR_ADJ with the unadjusted net stable funding ratio NSFR. Results available upon request.
1.344 during the following year, an approximate 1.28 percentage point change in the sample average
NSFR_ADJ.
At just slightly more than one percentage point of NFSR, one may interpret this result as a relatively small economic effect. But for the purposes of our present analysis, the size of the measured effect is far less important than its direction. A statistically positive coefficient on SHOCK allows us to reject not only the zero null, but also allows us to reject the possibility that the true coefficient sign is negative and with it the alternative hypothesis under which banks treat equity and liquidity as complements. Thus, the data are consistent with the notion that, when a bank operating closer than it prefers (i.e., below its own internal target) to the minimum regulatory capital threshold experiences an exogenous reduction in equity capital, it treats equity capital and liquidity as substitutes, not as complements.
The increases in banks' liquidity positions are not linearly related to the size of capital shock (SHOCKSIZE). The substitution effect is 0.461 when the negative shock to TIER12/RWA is less than 100 basis points, increases to 0.765 when the negative shock is between 100 and 200 basis points, but is statistically zero for negative shocks in excess of 200 basis points (column 9). These are reasonable findings: Larger shocks to capital require larger operational response, but increasingly larger capital shocks at some point become so financially disruptive that normal operational responses (such as liquidity-capital substitution) are infeasible. Similarly, the responses of shocked banks were larger when the shock left them especially far below their internal capital targets (SHORTFALL LARGE).
Among the remaining control variables, publicly traded banks (LISTED) tend to operate with more liquidity than privately held banks. The most straightforward interpretation is that equity market investors penalize liquidity risk and hence, at the margin, create incentives for banks to maintain liquidity.
Note that this result is operative only for the subsample of community banks; compared to small listed banks, large listed banks often have access to public credit markets and other sources of quick credit that reduce the necessity for holding liquidity. After controlling for listed versus non-listed status, we find no relationship between the size of a bank (lnASSETS) and its liquidity positions.
In Table 5 we repeat our tests using the accounting capital ratio EQ/ASSETS (replacing the regulatory capital ratio TIER12/RWA) to measure the negative capital shock variables. The results are telling and the implications are important. The coefficients on the capital shock variables are statistically indistinguishable from zero in all of these tests. From this we can conclude that the positive liquidity responses in Table 4 are not driven per se by the negative equity capital shocks, but rather because a larger capital shock increases a bank's likelihood of violating a minimum regulatory capital constraint.
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This implies the existence of a synergy from imposing joint capital and liquidity constraints on banks:
The presence of regulatory capital constraints, which are designed to mitigate the risk of insolvency, can under some conditions also serve to mitigate the risk of illiquidity.
Our results are robust to replacing the dependent variable NFSR_ADJ with the more traditional balance sheet liquidity measures LIQUID/ASSETS and COREDEPS/LOANS. In Table 6 , the coefficient on SHOCK is statistically positive for negative shocks to TIER12/RWA, but not for negative shocks to EQ/ASSETS, and tends to be stronger for the smaller banks with assets less than $1 billion. The coefficients on BELOW also continue to be statistically positive for the subsample of small banks, but again only when this variable is defined relative to banks' internal TIER12/RWA targets. Thus, our results are consistent with the findings of DeYoung and Jang (2015) that liquidity management at U.S. banks prior to Basel III focused on maintaining targeted levels of traditional liquidity ratios, but by construction those policies were consistent with maintaining targeted levels of the NSFR.
In the above tests, our identification scheme rests on the assumption that a reduction in a bank's equity capital ratio constitutes an exogenous shock when it is observed at a bank that is already operating below its internal capital ratio target. We test the validity of this identifying assumption in Table 7 , where we define a negative capital shock as a reduction in TIER12/RWA for banks operating above (rather than below) their internal capital ratio targets. We run this placebo test for both the full data sample and for 13 Our EQ/ASSETS accounting ratio is nearly identical in construction to the Tier 1 capital/unweighted assets 'leverage ratio' that U.S. bank regulators included as part of their capital policies during most of our sample period. However, the minimum leverage ratio threshold was imposed as a 'backstop' to the Basel risk-weighted capital minimums; at only 3% for U.S. bank holding companies, this backstop became binding only for BHCs experiencing substantial capital distress.
the small bank subsample, as these are the data for which we find evidence of capital-liquidity substitution in Table 5 . These tests provide support for our identifying assumption, as they generate no evidence linking bank liquidity positions to reductions in bank capital ratios.
Conspicuous among our empirical findings is one non-result: We never reject the null hypothesis for the subsample of banks with assets greater than $1 billion. Hence, we find no evidence that capital and liquidity are effective substitutes at larger banks. Two explanations come immediately to mind:
Easier access to capital markets (a) affords larger banks the luxury of repairing their capital ratios more deliberately than smaller banks, and (b) allows larger banks to repair their capital ratios without having to resort to balance sheet adjustments that, as a side effect, result in increased liquidity. We find evidence consistent with the former in our capital adjustment model (Table 2) , where TIER12/RWA adjustment speeds decline as banks grow larger. We find evidence consistent with the latter in our transmission channel tests below (Table 8 ). In terms of policy, this non-result has a straightforward interpretation:
Because we cannot reject the possibility that large bank liquidity management is unaffected by the presence of a minimum capital standard, then any regulatory effort to mitigate liquidity risk at these banks likely requires a separate liquidity regulation, one example being the combination of separate liquidity and capital constraints in Basel III. In contrast, our results indicate that the presence of a minimum capital standard at least partially mitigates liquidity risk at small banks.
Transmission channels. Do banks respond to negative equity capital shocks by
purposefully demanding higher levels of liquidity? If so, we would observe shocked banks taking direct actions to increase liquidity-for example, increasing the share of stable (core) deposits in their deposit mixes. Or rather, do banks respond to negative equity capital shocks by taking actions designed to repair their declining capital ratios, but which also have the fortuitous ancillary effect of increasing their liquidity positions? If so, we would observe shocked banks making post-shock adjustments to their capital ratios-for example, shrinking their total assets and/or reducing the share of assets with high regulatory risk weights.
To investigate these questions, we estimate the following set of straightforward equations:
where the dependent variable ∆CHANNEL is defined six different ways. We specify two channels through which banks would respond if their primary objective in response to the capital shock is to enhance their liquidity positions: By reducing their dividend payout ratios (∆PAYOUT RATIO) and by increasing the share of core deposits in their total deposits (∆CORE DEPOSITS/DEPOSITS). We specify four channels through which banks would respond if their primary objective in response to the capital shock is to enhance their capital ratio: By reducing asset growth (%∆ASSETS), by reducing the asset
share of total loans or high-risk weight loans (∆LOANS/ASSETS, ∆BUSINESS LOANS/ASSETS), or by reducing the potential increase in high-risk weighted asset growth (∆LOAN COMMITMENTS/ASSETS).
The test variable is SHOCK (or SHOCKSIZE), defined on the regulatory capital ratio TIER12/RWA. The controls include the BELOW dummy, the industry mean of the dependent variable (MEAN_∆CHANNEL) to absorb trends in banks' financial conditions, as well as bank, state and time fixed effects.
The results are displayed in Table 8 for the small bank and larger bank subsamples. The results strongly suggest that the "ancillary changes in liquidity" story is the best way to interpret our earlier findings that liquidity and equity capital ratios are substitutes in practice. For the small bank subsample, the coefficients on SHOCK and/or SHOCKSIZE indicate that negative capital shocks are associated with slower asset growth, fewer total loans and business loans, fewer loan commitments, and smaller dividend payouts (top panel, columns 1 through 8). By the adding-up constraint, the negative changes in
LOANS/ASSETS and BUSINESS LOANS/ASSETS must be accompanied by increases in other categories
of bank assets, most of which are more liquid than loans or business loans (e.g., cash, fed funds sold, government securities, retail loans). While the primary explanation for the negative change in DIVIDEND PAYOUT RATIO is cash retention and hence increased balance sheet liquidity, increasing cash also results in an improved risk-based capital ratio. The coefficients on CORE DEPOSITS/DEPOSITS are never statistically significant, an indication that banks do not respond to negative capital shocks with pure liquidity-enhancing actions, but rather that banks' liquidity positions improve in the process of addressing their capital shortfalls. We find only a single liquidity-enhancing response to negative capital shocks for the larger bank subsample, a reduction in loan commitments.
The channels we identify here-connecting equity capital ratios and liquidity ratios for U.S.
banking companies between 1998 and 2012-are strikingly similar to the channels identified by Calomiris and Wilson (2004) for U.S. banking companies during the 1920s and 1930s. Throughout the economically strong 1920s, banks increased both their equity capital and their asset risk (loans-to-assets) on average; that is, banks effectively substituted equity capital for liquidity. Throughout the economically weak 1930s, banks with high default risk (stress on equity capital) reduced their dividend payouts on average; that is, banks effectively substituted liquidity for equity capital. That these similarities exist at U.S. banks nearly a century removed from each other-despite intervening institutional changes such as deposit insurance, tighter regulatory and supervisory oversight, and a myriad of market-based alternatives for both bank borrowers and bank depositors-strongly suggests that the liquidity-capital relationships that we find in our data represent fundamental regularities in bank behavior.
Additional tests.
The synergistic relationship between risk-weighted capital regulations and enhanced bank liquidity appears only for the subsample of banks with assets less than $1 billion; on average, we find no evidence of these synergies among larger banks. Given that this is a size-based phenomenon, one might expect our findings to be even stronger among the very smallest banks. In Table   9 we split the small bank subsample into two halves by annual median asset size (on average, approximately $442 million) and then re-estimate our baseline model. The liquidity responses of the smaller and larger community banks to negative equity shocks are very similar. However, the coefficient on BELOW is statistically significant only for the smaller set of community banks, and is substantially larger than in the whole-sample regressions. For example, summing the coefficients on BELOW and SHOCK in column 2 tells us that the average small capital-deficient community bank that receives a negative capital shock increases its NSFR by 1.789 during the following year. Table 9 also double-checks the non-result that we find for the subsample of larger banks with assets greater than $1 billion. Dividing our sample at $1 billion is a convenience, as this corresponds to one of the traditional size-based definitions of a 'community bank.' However, while it is accurate to describe the above-$1 billion subsample as containing 'larger' banks, this is a poor lower size threshold for defining 'large' banks. In columns 7, 8 and 9 we estimate our model for a subsample of large banks with assets greater than $10 billion. Again, we find no statistically significant liquidity responses to negative capital shocks at these banks.
14 Our methodological approach is predicated on the proximity of a bank's actual equity capital ratio to its internal equity capital ratio target. This contrasts with an important earlier literature-dating back to Merton (1978) , Marcus (1983 Marcus ( , 1984 , Furlong and Keeley (1987 , 1989 , 1990 , and Keeley (1990) that focused on the proximity of a bank's actual equity capital ratio to zero (insolvency) and/or to the minimum thresholds set by bank regulators. In Table 10 , we split the small bank subsample into two halves by annual median TIER12/RWA (on average, approximately 14%) and then re-estimate our baseline model. Our baseline findings are both robust and economically stronger for the subsample of community banks with above-median risk-based equity capital ratios. When these more highly capitalized banks received a negative capital shock, NSFR increased in response by a full percentage point on average (columns 1, 3 and 7), independent of any non-shock-related tendencies to increase their liquidity positions (BELOW). It is important to note that a bank in the high equity ratio subsample can experience a negative capital shock only if it has set a high internal capital ratio target. Thus, these results are consistent with banks taking actions to protect their high franchise values. Our baseline findings vanish for the low-capital ratio subsample of community banks; thus, for these banks we find no evidence that equity capital and liquidity are either substitutes or complements in practice.
14 Moving the subsample threshold substantially higher than $10 reduced the number of observations needed for responsible estimation and inference.
Summary and conclusions
For nearly three decades, financial regulators around the world have required their banks to maintain minimum capital ratios as established under the first and second Basel Accords. The Basel III Accord not only increased these minimum capital thresholds, but for the first time mandated minimum liquidity standards-the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) and the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR)-for banks in its signatory nations, to be implemented gradually between 2015 and 2019. Going forward, banks will have to manage their balance sheets under two constraints rather than just one. Whether and how this new system of joint constraints will impact bank behavior (most importantly, bank credit supply), the behavior of nonbank lenders, and/or spillover into financial markets is uncertain. An emerging empirical literature is attempting to answer such questions, but has thus far reached nothing close to an empirical consensus. In this paper, we attempt to gain some insight by studying the liquidity behavior of U.S. bank holding companies that experienced negative exogenous shocks to their equity capital ratios between 1998 and 2012.
We face two empirical challenges. First, we can only observe data on bank liquidity and bank capital in a pre-Basel III world, when regulation required minimum capital levels but did not require minimum liquidity levels. We design an empirical strategy that uses bank financial statement data from this single-constraint environment to infer how banks are likely to manage their capital and liquidity positions under the coming joint-constraint environment. In essence, we must draw our conclusions by testing whether pre-Basel III banks were already behaving in a manner consistent with Basel III liquidity regulations. Second, changes in bank capital ratios may be endogenous to changes in liquidity ratios, via balance sheet identities or in-common correlations with various determinants of bank performance. We identify plausibly exogenous changes in bank capital ratios based on the following logic: If a bank that is already operating below its own internal capital ratio target-which we estimate for each bank and year using standard partial adjustment modeling techniques-suffers an additional capital reduction that moves it even further below its target, we assume the capital reduction was involuntary and thus constitutes an exogenous shock.
On average, the evidence indicates that banks increased their NSFRs following negative shocks to their risk-based regulatory capital ratios. In contrast, we find no evidence that these same banks increased their NFSRs following negative shocks to their simple accounting (leverage) equity ratios. Together, these two results imply that U.S. banking companies have historically treated capital and liquidity as substitutes, and that this relationship (a) is predicated on the existence of potentially binding regulatory capital minimums but (b) does not require the existence of regulatory liquidity minimums. Our results are driven mainly by the data on so-called 'community banks' with assets less than $1 billion-banks that tend to have highly liquid balance sheets even in the absence of capital shocks, and in any case exhibit little if any systemic risk. Thus, these results provide support for the Federal Reserve's policy of exempting small banks from the Basel III liquidity requirements, and challenge the one-size-fits-all implementation policies of the European Banking Authority.
We make no claims that these banks are responding to negative equity capital shocks by demanding more liquidity. Rather, we find evidence consistent with the notion that banks respond to negative equity capital shocks by taking actions to repair their declining capital ratios, and that these actions have the fortuitous ancillary effect of also increasing bank liquidity. Capital-shocked community banks reduce their asset growth rates, their percentage of assets invested in total loans, the percentage of their assets invested in loans with high capital risk weights, their commitments to make future loans, and their dividend payout ratios. Each of these actions contributes to upward adjustments to risk-based capital ratios; the latter four actions also result in increased bank liquidity positions. Thus, the systematic responses of small U.S. banking companies to negative capital shocks documented here have both an upside and a downside: Positive prudential synergies from increased bank liquidity, and macro-economic costs associated with reduced credit supply. Partial adjustment model for TIER12/RWA and EQ/ASSETS. Parameters for the three-step partial adjustment model, estimated for an unbalanced panel of 10,807 bank-year observations for U.S. BHCs between 1998 and 2012. Models are estimated with fixed bank effects and fixed year effects.
Step 1 estimates equation (3) using dynamic generalized method of moments techniques (Blundell and Bond 1998) .
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